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Abstract 
Academics are not only (top) knowledge providers in a certain field and passionate researchers but also a holder of values, beliefs 
and life principles. The current study aims to unveil and compare the values, beliefs and principles of two categories of 
academics (from PGU Ploiesti): those with over 20 years seniority and those with less than 15 years seniority in higher education. 
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1. Introduction 
Along with the erudition and insatiable appetite for knowledge, the values, principles and beliefs of academics 
are also important, as is the more or less explicit/ implicit way they transfer those to their students. Thus, to a larger 
or smaller extent they influence the options, preferences, hopes, social perceptions, motivations and relationships of 
future intellectuals and their conception about their role in society, in life and history. As man is an economic, 
social, communicative, sensitive, playful, intentional being so he is an axiological being. We cannot overlook this 
fundamental dimension. For Hare (2001) „man is a valorising being and he’ll probably remain so” (p. 63). Man 
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cannot abandon his values. Consequently, it becomes necessary and important to know what values, beliefs and 
principles have the academics and therefore, what are they liable to transmit to future intellectuals, be it intentionally 
or unintentionally. 
2. Purpose of study 
The study aims to  draw attention  to  the  tendency to  narrow the  way of  regarding the  personality  of  academics,  
their personal and educational functions; to draw attention to the limitative-quantitative conception referring to their 
activity and presence within the university environment. This conception tends to win the perspective of the 
education system’s administrators and of those who evaluate the performances of professors. 
3. Research methods 
As the third stage in a broader project, this study aims to research comparatively the values, beliefs and principles 
of two generations of academics in the Petroleum Gas University of Ploiesti. First, it is about the generation with 
over  20  years  seniority  in  higher  education,  brought  up  at  the  end  of  the  XXth century (and implicitly the IInd
millennium) – raised and educated within the communist ideology – and the generation with a seniority of under 15 
years, hired and active at the beginning of the XXIst century (and implicitly the IIIrd millennium), raised in a market 
economy  ideology.  In  the  research  took  part  a  number  of  28  subjects  from  the  first  sample  (the  first  stage  of  the  
study) and 28 subjects from the second sample (second stage of the study). The first stage of the research took place 
in March 2012 and the second in October 2012, and was a qualitative research. The research instrument was a 
questionnaire (that included open questions, some of which required ranking the options of subjects; for the first 
option were given 3 points, for the second 2 points and for the third 1 point).  
4. Results 
Following the collection, analysis and comparison of data we have found the following (we make the 
specification that from now on, throughout this entire study, we will address the group of the academics with 20 
years or more in education as G1 and the group consisting of subject of 15 years or less seniority in education as 
G2):
Table no. 1. The fundamental value of a meaningful life  
The generation with 20 years or more seniority in higher education 
(G1) 
The generation with 15 years or less seniority in higher education 
(G2) 
Justice: 2 options 
Wisdom: 2 options 
Trust (in better life, in God): 2 options 
Honour: 2 options 
Honesty: 2 options 
Love: 5 options 
Honesty: 5 options 
Truth: 2 options 
Respect: 2 options
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Table no. 2. The first three values in which academics believe the most 
G1 G2
Honesty: 33 options 
Trust (in God): 17 options 
Honour, integrity, dignity: 11 options 
Family: 6 options 
Hard work/ industriousness: 5 options 
Respect: 5 options 
Loyalty: 5 options 
Honesty/ correctness: 45 options 
Hard work, seriousness, professionalism, desire for 
improvement: 20 options 
Love: 9 options 
Respect (for peers): 9 options 
Courage, freedom: 6 options 
Table no. 3. The values referring to the relationship with self 
G1 G2
Honesty/ correctness: 10 options 
Family: 2 options 
Altruism/ humanity: 2 options 
Honesty/ correctness: 7 options 
Responsibility: 3 options 
Dignity: 3 options 
Competence/ professional value: 3 options 
Table no. 4. Values referring to the relationship with others  
G1 G2
Honesty/ correctness (agreement in thought, word and act): 14 options 
Performance/ international acknowledgement/ acknowledgement of 
personal merits: 3 options 
Respect: 2 options 
Honesty/ correctness: 8 options 
Competence/ professionalism: 4 options 
Humanity: 2 options 
Table no. 5. Values referring to the relation with one’s own work 
G1 G2
Professionalism/ (professional) competence: 6 options 
Conscientiousness/ thoroughness: 4 options 
Continuous development/ self-improvement/ self-development: 3 options 
Acknowledgement of achievements: 3 options 
Quality: 2 options 
Honesty/ correctness: 5 options 
Professionalism: 4 options 
Quality: 4 options 
Improvement/ self-improvement: 3 options 
Professional prestige/ appreciations: 2 options 
Table no. 6. The most important value for the activity of an academic 
G1 G2
Professionalism/competence: 4 options 
Honesty/ correctness/ professional probity: 3 options 
Dedication/ love towards students: 3 options 
Responsibility (to society): 3 options 
Appreciation from students: 2 options 
Communication: 2 options 
Honesty/ correctness: 6 options 
Responsibility: 5 options 
Professionalism/competence: 4 options 
Creativity: 2 options 
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Table no. 7. The most dangerous counter-values nowadays 
G1 G2
Lie, cheating, theft: 48 options 
Superficiality/ mediocrity/ ignorance: 19 options 
Imposture, opportunism: 10 options 
Cowardice, treachery, hypocrisy: 6 options 
Lie, cheating, falsity, unscrupulousness: 52 options 
Mediocrity/ amateurism/ poor professional training/  
improvisation: 37 options 
Money/ materialism: 19 options 
Table no. 8. The fundamental values that higher education should currently instil in students 
G1 G2
Respect (to self, to peers, to work, to profession): 33 options 
Professionalism/competence: 29 options 
Work: 15 options 
Responsibility/seriousness: 40 options 
Professionalism/competence: 23 options 
Originality/ creativity/ spontaneity: 8 options 
Table no. 9. The value that will always preserve/ save the world  
G1 G2
Trust (in God): 6 options 
Love for peers (and for nature): 3 options 
(Quality) work: 3 options 
Responsibility: 3 options 
Correctness: 2 options 
Love: 11 options 
Faith: 4 options 
Education: 3 options 
Responsibility: 2 options 
5. Discussion 
This micro-research (with its inherent limits) and the processing of data reveals that academics (in PGU Ploiesti) 
have a rich and complex axiological universe. Analysing comparatively the data/ information we find that: The 
fundamental value of a meaningful life: for the G1 sample we cannot identify a clearly outlined value. 5 values (love, 
wisdom, faith in God and honesty/correctness) are equally invoked. For the other sample, G2, the predominating 
values are:  love and honesty. We notice that both samples have listed love and honesty, which represent the 
continuity element between the two generations of academics. The difference is apparent when G1 invokes faith in 
God whereas G2 preferred respect and truth. Regarding the first three values they most believe in, G1 and G2 have as 
common values: honesty/ correctness, hard work, seriousness, industriousness. However, the values differentiating 
them are: faith (in God), integrity, honour, dignity (for G1) and respect, love, freedom (for G2). When asked to 
define the value that coordinates their relationship with themselves, honesty/ correctness is what unites the two 
experimental samples. What differentiates them instead is: in the first case altruism, humanity, family and in the 
second professional value/competence, responsibility and dignity. As  we  can  see,  the  old  generation  has  in  mind  
family whereas the younger generation focuses on professional competence. About the relationship with others, the 
two generations converge towards honesty/ correctness. However, whereas G1 has in view specifically performance/ 
international acknowledgement, G2 opts for professionalism/ competence. It seems like the value referring to the 
relationship with others is one of the values that draws closely together the subjects, irrespective of the generation of 
academics they belong to. In case of the value referring to the relation of the subject with his work, the two 
categories of academics are drawn closer by professionalism/ professional competence; also, they are together 
regarding self-improvement/ continuous development. What differentiates them, however, seems to be, in the case of 
G1 conscientiousness/ thoroughness, and in the case of G2 honesty/ correctness. In case of the most important value 
of the activity of an academic professor – under present conditions – the two generations have admitted 
professionalism/ competence. What differentiates them is: for G2 we have as preferred value love/ dedication to 
students, appreciation by students and communication with students. Nothing of this sort appears among the 
references of G1. However, in case of the experimental sample G1 there appears listed, beside responsibility also 
creativity. When asked to identify what are the most dangerous counter-values of nowadays world, subjects in both 
categories invoked in an overwhelming majority: lie, cheating, theft, falsity, unscrupulousness. Also, the two 
categories of academics (from PGU Ploiesti) ranked second (even if the tally of their options slightly differs): 
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mediocrity, superficiality, amateurism, improvisation, poor professional training, ignorance and incompetence. The 
element of novelty – value wise – brought to the forefront by G2 is the element of money/ materialism. It seems like 
this value is not highly regarded by those who make up for the young generation of our academics. Instead, for the 
generation educated previous to 1990 (G1) imposture opportunism is listed among the main options. Asked about the 
fundamental values that higher education should instil in students nowadays, both groups (G1 and G2) had as 
common option (ranked second): professionalism/competence. Their first option however differed. Thus, G1
considered a priority respect (for peers, for self, for the chosen profession), whereas G2 considered a priority 
responsibility, seriousness. Also, the two categories of subjects stood apart regarding the value chosen to occupy the 
third place; respectively, if for G1 that value was work, for G2 those values were originality, creativity, spontaneity. 
Another challenge referred to the value that will always save humankind from collapse and will help it survive 
(fundamental value that we believe is at the basis of all other options, more or less acknowledged). If in the case of 
G1 the value mentioned most frequently was faith (in God),  in  case  of  G2 the most frequently preferred value was 
love (and only second, at a distance was faith).  Also,  in  G2 appears education (which was not listed by G1). We 
consider essential the trust of young generations in education, in cultured people and those open to the beauty of 
inter-human relationships (who will be capable to preserve and develop humanity as Humanity). 
6. Conclusions and recommendations 
The study and knowledge of the axiological, spiritual universe of the academics at the beginning of the XXIst
century are as necessary as they are important. Following our comparative research we have discovered that both 
generations of academics (with seniority of over 20 years and respectively of less than 15 years) constantly insist on 
values such as: honesty/ correctness responsibility, professionalism, respect (for oneself, for others, for work), love.
But, if the first category G1 insists on work, faith (in God), continuous training, the second, G2 envisages also 
creativity, pragmatism, communication. It’s worth noting that G2 does not agree with the contemporary tendency to 
impose as axiological benchmarks material values, to transform and measure everything into money, to judge/ 
evaluate the products/ activities/ projects/ professional activities exclusively in financial terms, even if the tendency 
is strongly and continuously restricting. Statistically speaking, we notice that there were no (or insignificantly 
present) values such as: cooperation, initiative, involvement, courage, risk taking, freedom, teamwork and trust in 
people, critical thinking and beauty. It is recommended that researches like this one extend to a larger number of 
university centres (and across different cultural spaces), to trigger opportunities of dialogue between the two 
generations of academics that would enable them to open towards one another. It can be envisaged that this type of 
investigation is welcome not only for past and present generations but also for future ones, in the midst of cultural, 
scientific, formative and educative edification of humanity. 
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